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The aging population was becoming an unavoidable global problem especially in the largest developing country, China in past 20 years. Apparently the traditional elderly-care approach has been being lowly productive and leading more and more social problems by time. But in the other hand, it is a great opportunity to the modern elderly-care business vendors world-wide to introducing new innovative ICT enabled elderly-care services. To understand the true demands in the market and identify a business model enabled by ICT approaches are important to the industry and society. In this paper, the research work aims at the home elderly-care mode which is currently the major one in China and to identify the key demands of elderly-care service locating at the daily supports to the elderly’s safety and health issues with low costs by ICT approaches and creation of new connections between the elderly and their family. To resolve the above concerns, the architecture design of business model by framework of business modeling Canvas was implemented and a piloting project which was applying the ICT enabled business model was carried out in two Chinese cities Wuhan and Zhongshan to verify the feasibility of work. As result of the piloting projects, it demonstrated that the ICT enabled elderly-service was a feasible and productive way to solve the aging problem in China society. But besides to satisfy the safety and health requirements of elderly users and their family, it is also important to collaborate with the public sectors, 3rd party service providers and telecom operators to establish an ecosystem for elderly-care industry. The ICT enabled business model to modern elderly-care service is a developing subject and the business model and piloting project introduced in the paper would be a useful attempt which may lead to the innovative solution of aging problem.
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1. Introduction

Aging population is becoming a global problem due to the baby boom after the 2nd world war. Internationally the common standard to determine an aging society is to calculate the proportion of elderly population age over 65 years old accounts for upper than 10% of the total population in a country or region, which means this country or region has entered the aging society. [63] Most of European countries especially Nordic countries have been aging areas for almost 2 decades because of the higher wealthy level and longer average length of life in the worldwide. Meanwhile, to reduce the negative impacts of that aging problem, the Nordic countries have invested plenty of resources in social well-being and elderly-care service which consists of concepts researches, technology development and modern elderly-care methodology modelling.

On the other side of the world, China as a developing country which is considered to be largest prospective aging market in the world, is rapidly increasing in life expectancy of Chinese population and the decades of decline in Chinese birth rate. Up to 2012, China has become one of the countries, which have largest elderly population in the world before it becomes largest economic entity. In 2012, the Chinese elderly population aged 60 has increased to approximate 160 million which accounts for 13% of the total Chinese population, and the average annual increase rate of Chinese aging population is 3.2%. According to Unite Nation statics, the Chinese elderly population aged 80 will reach to 100 million in 2050, which is accounting for one fifth total elderly population in the world. [7][59]Although the Chinese economy and aging population are increasing promptly, the China society is still unable to take any effective solutions timely for resolving such aging problem due to the large population base and its complex social condition. Averagely, China is still a developing country. Therefore, the stress to serve Chinese social elderly-care problem is much greater than the other more advanced areas in the world. If it is available to apply Nordic elderly-care concepts and technologies to resolve China problem, and once solutions for aging population could be approved successful in China, it could be applicable to larger areas in the world, which helps the other countries facing the challenge of aging population and meanwhile creating millions of opportunities for Nordic vendors.

For the above reason, an international joint research project called “active aging” was initialed since 2010 Shanghai Expo by Finnish and Chinese academic organizations,
governmental sectors and commercial entities. The objectives are to study the practical demands of China elderly-care market, to analyze the relationship between market needs and existing elderly-care solutions in both Finland and China, to identify the China modern elderly-care business model. And to facilitate the project, a Chinese startup company named Wuxin aiming at developing a business model that supported by an information platform as a solution which collects, integrates and distributes data of elderly users from different sensor based devices and services, to improve the efficiency of elderly-care work and quality of people’s life was established in 2011 for better connecting the china market to Finnish solutions. In the research, most of Chinese activities were implemented by that company and study cases such as piloting project was initialed under its operation.[3]

In this paper, generally a study of China elderly-care business model and its corresponding information service platform will be presented to the audiences for better understanding of current elderly-care services and ecosystem in China. In Chapter 2, a literature review firstly analyzed the problematic issues and launched a discussion of the most important issues in Chinese elderly-care industry, then the author attempted to introduce a concept of elderly-care information management platform in different market categories of China elderly-care industry. Chapter 3 and 4 discussed the research problem and research methods in the thesis. China elderly-care business models and the design of an elderly-care information management platform to serve such business model for establishing a new elderly-care ecosystem aiming at solving the essential problematic issues of elderly-care industry will be introduced. The research method will be combination of virtual design and practical applications of piloting project in two cities of China which are Wuhan and Zhongshan. The last chapter concluded thesis and also promoted some ideas for the future design of modern Chinese elderly care business model. The objective of this thesis was to study a business model and its information management service platform which can provide ICT related solutions for all roles in the entire Chinese elderly-care ecosystem based on a literature review was proposed.
2. Literature Review

The subchapter of “Issues of home living urban Chinese elderly” aims to list the main issues of urban home living elderly daily life in safety, health and mental well-being. Then to analyse the root causes of these issues. According to the results of issues analysis to find more suitable ICT solutions for Chinese elderly home living people by means of literature research.

2.1 Issues of Chinese elderly in home living

There are many problematic issues in urban Chinese elderly home living environment nowadays, and it is not doubt that safety issues must be put at the first to be resolved. Under the premise to ensure the personal safety for the elderly, then it could consider solutions for other problems such as physical health, intelligence health, mentality happiness and living with better quality.

2.1.1 Safety issues

The main safety issues of urban Chinese elderly daily living life at home includes falls which is most common risk, unexpected emergency issues in fire emergency, flood emergency, gas emergency and the emergency situations with sudden illness, the most dangerous risk for elderly people is when they get lost in outdoors unconsciously. The below three subchapters claim the risk of each issue and the reasons cause these issues.[17]

\textit{Falls}

Falls are the most common risk in elderly people live at home. The previous western studies have shown that up to one third of community-dwelling older adults will fall every year. Tero, Kiel and Mor reported out the variation between 224 to 809 per 1000 person falls in UK, Finland, New Zealand, United States and Sweden each year after their prospective study in “a risk factor for falls in community-dwelling elderly”. The highly urbanize Chinese city Hong Kong livers showed a prevalence rate of falls is 18% in 2004. Even though there has been no previous study and incidence of falls data in Chinese elderly home fall, the falls are still the most risk for elderly people either when they live at community or at their own home. [2]
Due to most of falls do not results in death or serious injury, many of elderly people treat with disapproval of their falls. But there are about 5% of falls cause fractures and more than 10% falls result in brain damage by soft tissue injury or dislocated, so as to reduce the activity of elderly. The Chinese disease surveillance system published their finding of mortality rate in population falls from 2000 to 2005, in the population group over than age of 60, there are 2.303 percent mortality rate for male and 2.604 percentage mortality rate for female by falls. [2] Meanwhile, the hospitalized numbers of elderly people because of falls are 5 times more than other injuries and the hospitalized time takes 2 times longer than the ordinary patient treatment in recovery period. These show the falls in elderly have a serious impact on their health and daily living life. And with comparing the elderly people who do not fall, falls in elderly people group also has a great negative impact on their social activities, spiritual and psychological states. Fall or almost fall may cause fear and impose restrictions on their activities to decline their daily activities, and even lose their confidence to do any regular activities. Thus, falls have become an important factor that affects the physical health, mental health and safety in elderly population.[25]

The urban Chinese elderly people who live at home may face more possibilities to fall. Due to large amount of Chinese population, the urban residents have limited living space. A small living space increases the probability of fall when elderly people live at home. Hong Kong is a typical urbanized city in China, there are 48% of population lives at low-cost high-rise housing consists of small floor areas which provided by Hong Kong government. The reasons of falls also related with various time of day. For example, elderly people are prone to fall in the morning when they get up from bed. Because of people's blood pressure will rise and may cause cardiovascular diseases at this time. The other reason is the activity of muscles and joints may not fully recover and in good condition after 8 hours lay on bed. So it is easy to fall down when elderly people get up in the morning. In addition to the morning, the high incidence of falls for elderly people is at late night when they take urination at night. Moreover, the self-diseases of elderly people are the other one of reasons cause falls at home. For instance, the self-diseases include arthritis, vision problems, dizziness, anemia.

*Unexpected emergency*

In China, the mortality rate of fire in elderly people group is twice higher than average mortality rate of fire. And the elderly group over than 85 years has about four times than
average mortality rate of fire in China. The fire prevention for the urban Chinese elderly people are becoming very important. [2]

The reasons cause fire can be divided into three parts roughly: physical illness, inappropriate habits and lack of basic fire prevention knowledge. Many elderly people live at home due to their mobility, unresponsive issues and even with other diseases as paralysis and dementia may cause a fire when they are cooking. And once the fire break out, it is difficult to escape the scene quickly for elderly person. The inappropriate habits of Chinese urban elderly is the other reason to cause fire. For example, Chinese people have the habit of smoking at home, the old living style of using stove for heating in the winter time and the elderly also accustomed to burn the mosquito coils for repelling mosquitoes at home in summer time. Some of devout elderly Buddhists burn incense and pray at home. These inappropriate habits are easy to cause fire. Once the fire is coming, the lack of awareness and knowledge of fire prevention may make elderly person become a fire victim.

In addition to the fire threats the health and life for Chinese urban elderly people, as the flood risk at home also threats the life for elderly home livers. In nowadays, most of urban elderly Chinese people’s living places are relatively old and with a number of incipient risks as old pipes and roof leak. These factors could cause home flooding. Another common cause of flood in elderly home is the elderly may forget to turn off the water faucet after a bath or using the water. Once the flood is coming, the slippery ground may cause fall and the electrical short-circuit may result in a great threat for elderly people.

Since most of Chinese urban elderly get used to cook and boil tea by using gas stove, which may cause carbon monoxide poisoning if in using gas stove improperly or forget to turn if off after use it.

The elderly people live at home in addition to hedge against fires, floods and gas leaks, it also should prepare for other unexpected emergency situations with sudden illness. For example, due to fatigue, weather change and excitement could increase their cardiac load and result in sudden dizziness, the strenuous exercise will suddenly produce joint pain also. Moreover, when the elderly people who have heart diseases, asthma, arthritis and other diseases who live alone at home may face with great unexpected emergency situation that occur with life-threaten any time.
**Lost in outside**

In recent years, the term of “empty nesters” is becoming more and more popular. “Empty nesters” is a metaphor of young birds go away and leave the empty nest for their parents. According to statistics in 2004, the “empty nesters” accounted for half of age over than 60 years old in Chinese elderly people. A huge numbers of “empty nesters” exists in varying degrees of psychological anxiety, loneliness and depression and they are eager to go outside and meet with people. However, the major danger of elderly face is to get lost outdoor. [7]

The elderly lost in outdoor has become an increasingly serious social problems in China. In order to find the lost elderly, other family members tend to spend lots of energy and time on it and they also worried about this wandered situation occurs again after the elderly people find. Meanwhile, it brings a heavier workload on the public officers. According to the psychiatrist analysis, the previous lost experience will bring a great psychological trauma for elderly people also, which allows the elderly themselves feel fear every time they go out of home. According to 2008 survey Chinese Union Welfare of Elderly, the amount of missing elderly population accounts for 40% of all missing population. The lost elderly usually face with higher dangers in outdoors. For example, they may not only face with water and food shortage, but also could be walking in inclement weather with the dangers of traffic and accident falls. With the longer time of elderly people lose outside, their morphology probably will change, that increase the difficulties to help elderly get their home.

There are many reasons of elderly get lost in outdoors. One of the major reasons is related with their diseases such as dementia, mental illness, memory loss and poor recognition ability because of their old age. In addition to diseases of themselves, the elderly lose are also affected by external environment. With the accelerated space of construction in Chinese cities, the surrounding of elderly living environment and lifestyle are changing every year. For example, the park in front of elderly living home may become a office building one or two years later. The rapid urbanization of China cause great difficulties and affect the daily life of elderly people.

To keep safety is the major and most important thing for urban Chinese elderly daily living life at home. After ensure that elderly people can protect their own safety, the next
step is to seek several ways of approaching to keep elderly people living longer and better at their home.

2.1.2 Health issues

The basic and common way to keep elderly people living longer is to maintain a good health for elderly adults. However, the most of elderly adults usually have ambiguous definition of “good health” and many of them consider “good health” equal to physical health. This thinking is reasonable but there are many aspects can be judged an elderly whether to meet the “good health” standards. [46]

As early as 1982, the Chinese Medical Association on Gerontology Branch raised 5 standards in “good health” for Chinese elderly people and mainly pointed that the major organs are health of elderly adults and with absences of disease themselves as regards to compliance with health standards. In 2013, the Chinese Medical Association on Gerontology Branch has been revised the previous five standards which based on the new progresses in concept of health from international environment and also combined with the specific circumstances in Chinese elderly living environment. The newest five standards are formulated a “The Chinese Health Elderly Standard in 2013 Edition” which redefined what is “good health” for the Chinese elderly. To better understand those five standards can help Chinese elderly people how to maintain their own health at home and live longer. The health issues of Chinese elderly live at home will be discussed around these five standards.

Disease issues of elderly health

The disease issues in elderly health are generally divided into two types: one type is a serious illness that may cause death in any uncertain time, and the other type is ailment that won’t cause life-threatening.

The first standard in “The Chinese Health Elderly Standards in 2013 Edition” mentioned extent of the diseases is the main criteria for judging whether the elderly people in good health condition. If an elderly adult does not have any serious illness and his or her ailment is in a stable condition, it could meet “a good health” newest standard.[18]
Without serious illness refers to the vital organs such as hear, brain and kidney of elderly people are degrading somewhat due to their increasing age, but it does not lead to dysfunction. The elderly who has history of cancer, cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases such as myocardial infarction and stroke also can be counted within serious illness. The ailment in stable condition refers to the minor disease can be controlled after elderly people take medication or change his or her living life. For example, although many Chinese elderly people sick with high blood pressure and diabetes, these diseases can be controlled within a safe range by taking the medication and self-conditioning.

*Intelligence issues in elderly health*

Having “a good health” is not enough for a Chinese elderly live at home, the elderly people should also have a normal intelligence ability and be able to handle a huge number of trivia in their life, for instance, cooking, laundry, cleaning, entertainment and so on.

The intelligence is a comprehensive concept which composed of attention, observation, imagination, memory, thinking, practical and social adaptability force. With the growth in elderly age, the intelligence of elderly people is also accompanied the recession.

A part of elderly intelligence recession is caused by age-related memory loss and the other part is due to some mental illness. In “The Chinese Health Elderly Standards in 2013 Edition”, the second standard strongly suggests the Chinese elderly could simply assess their intelligence by “The Easy Chinese Elderly Intelligence Scale”, then scientifically determine whether their intelligence reach the normal level based on the assessment results. For the group of Chinese home living elderly people’s assessment results below than normal level, they should be more careful and seek for solutions.

*Mentality issues of elderly health*

Traditionally, it would have been enough for an elderly adult who with a health body and normal intelligence to handle his or her daily living life at home. The third standard in “The Chinese Health Elderly Standards in 2013 Edition” indicates the mentality issues are becoming a serious problem to affect the health of the Chinese home-living elderly.

The reasons may cause mentality issues in Chinese home-living elderly group as follow:

1. the elderly prefer to stay at home and away from the outside social life after the retirement. With the shrinking life circle of retirees, the opportunity to communicate with
the outside world is gradually reduced from Chinese elderly group, which lead them gradually out of touch with the rapid development of society. This marginalization of social and family situation may easily cause the elderly mental depression. 2. Some childless elderly couples and the elderly families without long-term care by their children will have a strong sense of loneliness. 3. Some frail elderly or someone with mobility reason also reduce the frequency of contact with friends and relatives that could result in intense loneliness for the elderly adults. For the Chinese elderly who have long-term residence at their home alone and are lack of communication with other people will have sad, depression and mental malaises. The immunity of the elderly body will also decrease and result in more diseases while elderly adults with long-term mentality issues. 4. When some of elderly has certain brain diseases or their brain tissue associated with aging, their mood are changing frequently and tend to lose self-control and performance in anger sometimes. The elderly in this state become more difficult to communicate with others. 5. The unexpected changes also the reason serious mentality issues caused in elderly adults group. For instance, lose spouse suddenly, accident falls, not enough money to spend and so on. There are 48% elderly group has depression with economic conditions in urban Chinese elderly people. These unexpected changes will cause long-term mental tension of elderly group. Thus it can be seen the Chinese home living people are susceptible to mental illness. With comparing the health diseases, most of people tend to ignore the dangers of mental illness.

Actually, the mental illness seriously affects the health of the Chinese home-living elderly adults. There are many manifestations of Chinese elderly who suffers from mental illness, of which the most important are the negative emotion, retardation of thinking, loss of willpower and suicidal ideation and behaviour in some serious cases. The mental illnesses also make the elderly people choose some unhealthy living ways that can help get rid of illness and loneliness, such as smoking and drinking. And this unhealthy lifestyle can also lead to cardiovascular disease, diabetes and other chronic diseases.

In “The Chinese Health Elderly Standards in 2013 Edition”, the third standard wish the Chinese home-living elderly people could fully realize their own mental status and pay more attentions on the potential development of social participation. The Chinese elderly could simply assess their mental status by “The Easy Chinese Elderly Geriatric Depression Scale”, and then scientifically determine whether their mental health reach the normal level based on the assessment results.[22]
**Living issues in elderly health**

The “living habit” was new standard in “The Chinese Health Elderly Standards in 2013 Edition”. This standard pointed out good living habits is the basis to maintain health of the elderly people. The reason why the “living habit” was listed as one of the new Chinese health standards in 2013 was the urban Chinese elderly lifestyle has been tremendous changed in last a couple of years under the fast development of Chinese urban economics, and these changes become the serious problems are afflicting the health of Chinese urban elderly group.[44]

With the income and living standard of Chinese urban elderly improving, their eating habits tend to more meat and junk food compared with their previous eating habits on simple meal that result in an increasing number of Chinese urban elderly people who become obese. There are nearly 40% are overweight or in obese status during the urban Chinese elderly group by investigated from Chinese Elderly Health Association in 2013. However, only 41.27% of all urban Chinese elderly adults regularly participate in physical exercise every day. [13] The unhealthy eating habits lead to high blood pressure, diabetes and other chronic diseases.[11]

There are many urban retried Chinese elderly people with nothing to do every day and have to pass the time on watching TV or playing mah-jong. This bad sedentary habit seriously affect their digestive function and likely to cause indigestion, constipation, haemorrhoids and other diseases. Some of urban Chinese elderly used to choose play cards and mah-jong outdoor, it also easily leads to poor blood circulation to lower limbs and may aggravate knee degeneration when the outdoor temperature is low.

In addition, smoking and drinking habits also have become a serious factor that affects the health of elderly. The Chinese Elderly Health Association pointed out there is nearly 30% of male urban Chinese elderly have habit on smoking in 2013. The elderly smokers significantly increase the incidence rates of heart disease, hypertension, cerebrovascular disease and peripheral vascular diseases. If an elderly person suffering from both smoking and high blood pressure, the stroke risk will rise nearly 20 times than others. In addition, the smokers are susceptible to arteriosclerosis obliterans and occlusive thrombus arthritis. The drinking culture in China for thousands of years and many Chinese elderly people
has the habit of drinking. A small amount of alcohol can promote the blood circulation of human body which can help people stay healthy. The elderly people who have cardiovascular, liver, stomach, duodenum and other organs diseases should try to reduce the amount of alcohol, especially it must prohibit the alcohol for the elderly who is taking the medication, or otherwise the alcohol will reduce the effectiveness of medicines.

**Self-care issues of elderly health**

In “The Chinese Health Elderly Standards in 2013 Edition”, the self-care ability belongs to the fifth standard to judge whether an urban Chinese person in a good health condition.

Self-care ability usually refers to activities of daily living (activity of daily living ADL) and functional activities of daily living instrumental activities of daily living IADL). ADL is the basic self-care ability of elderly people to engage themselves into their daily life activities, such as wear and wash clothing, cook and eat food, use transportation and keep personal hygiene. ADL is the basic need for a human being. IADL means of the level whether an elderly can live independently and living with quality life. For example, walk independently, do some sports, use transport by themselves. [2]

In December of 2000, the Chinese Aging Research Centre survey of 20,000 elderly people who over than 60 years old in 20 provinces of China. After the self-care ability (ADL and IADL) test, it showed there were 5.2% urban Chinese elderly and 8.9% who live in rural areas cannot take care of themselves. And these proportions are greatly increased in the past ten years. Resulting in the increasing number of urban Chinese elderly cannot take care of themselves because the Chinese family structure has been changed. In the traditional Chinese family during the past time, the children have obligations to take care their parents. Due to the imbalance development of Chinese different cities, there are more and more young people choose to live in a few big tier one cities. However, their parents have to stay at their own home and lack of help from their children. Accompanied by the popularity of Chinese”one child” policy, the number of young people are reducing and the elderly people are increasing. There will be more and more elderly people cannot be took care by their children in the nearly future. These “empty nesters” who are not properly cared would face more risk of disease so as to lose their ability to take care themselves.
2.2 Elderly-care modes

2.2.1 Introduction to China elderly-care business categories

In China elderly-care industry, there are 3 types of business categories, the home elderly-care, institutional elderly-care and elderly-care real estate. The home elderly-care mode is the most traditional approach in China social elderly-care system due to the Chinese culture of family support for thousands of years. The family relatives take care of the elderly’s living and the elderly will enjoy their life-time at home. Presently, there are about 180 million people elder than 60 years in China and over 90% of them living at home.[33]

![Figure 1: Elderly-care business categories in China](image)

But situation is changing, as the one child policy is advocated in China mainland since 1980s. The family mode turns to 4+2+1 type which means that 4 elderly+2 middle age couple+1 child. The family members will not be able to support the elderly at home anymore. So since 2000, the China government started to facilitate the elderly-care institutes system and tried to turn minds of people from family elderly-care to institutional elderly-care which is the second business category in China elderly-care industry. But
due to the characteristics of Chinese elderly-care culture, most of the customers in institutional elderly-care are less income class. So most of institutes are not profitable and less private capital would like to invest into that area. As a result, the government and charity organizations are the major supporter of that business. But the public resource being invested into that area is very limited, which turns out that the number of institute’s volume can only cover 1.14% of entire elderly-care population in China till 2012.[59]

To resolve the aging challenge the above two business categories may have their own defects. So another new business category is generated by the combination of real estate business and elderly-care industry, which is named elderly-care real estate. The concept consists of escort travelling, care service, housing and financial investment. A typical model is to develop several real-estate projects with supports of care services in different areas which could be classified by specific features but all attractive to customers. For instance, one housing project will locate at escort besides sea in warm climate and another could stand in the city downtown where enables the customers to enjoy modern life. Customers could subjectively select living area according to individual interests or different seasons. The real-estate is not sold to customer, owner of all estates is the developer or operator of such project. The customer need to pay membership fees, usually for 10 years, once to be able living in such projects. The membership fee acts as a pool of funding as well, every year a common interests of that membership fee will be returned to customer and if in case the customer can not spend the time length of membership, the redundant membership fees will be returned to customers. Because of the particular policy in China for elderly-care industry, such kind of real-estate elderly-care projects typically could have fully supports from China state owned financial entities while the ownership of the real-estate belongs to the elderly-care service operators. It makes the service operators easier to collect fixed investments back in a short period by loans from banks and maintain a health financial status to emphasize on the elderly-care service. In the past 15 years pricing of China real-estate has increased 10 times and there is an optimistic vision on next decade or even longer term. So even if the elderly-care service is non-profitable, such elderly-care concept was recognized and advocated by many commercial entities. It has been initialed for a few years and plenty of capitals have been involved into that business. The market volume of that business is estimated over 5 trillion RMB in 2020. Prospects of that industry are very potential, but meanwhile the challenges need to be resolved in that business category such as elderly-care information management and
optimization of service resources distribution are seriously. Service platform would be an important topic for such concept.

2.2.2 Platform for elderly-care

The platform serves in elderly-care industry will be an integration of commercial and technical layers. Technically, it can be a concrete information platform to manage data and logics for daily operations, which will be introduced in the latter chapter. Conceptually, the platform presents the eco-system in elderly-care industry. There are different stakes and roles in the system, each of them will have its own weights and cross effects on the other ones.

In home elderly-care business, there are stake holders of users, service providers, buyers, technology providers, and public sectors. The users could be the elderly and their relatives, who are enjoying the services from service providers such as community, daily assistance agency, community health center or hospital, restaurant, shopping mediator and so on. The service providers would need support from technology providers by their elderly-care products like sensor devices. Most of expenses in the system usually is afforded by the users themselves or their family relatives. But in some extremely cases, the activities could be sponsored by public sectors like local civil affair offices or charity organizations. Especially for the “empty nesters” or the elderly with low income. Meanwhile, in most cases public sectors are able to access the information of each roles in the platform, which could be understood as to manage the social well-being services by real-time data. The technical elderly-care platform will support the processing and management activities of above roles.

In the institutional elderly-care mode, the institute will customize the information management platform and elderly-care sensor devices to serve the residents. The expenses will be charged from customers and governmental sponsors.

The elderly-care real estate business may be different from the above two modes. The real estate developer and operator could be service provider or outsource a third party as service source. A customized elderly-care solution which includes information management platform and user-end devices will support the services. The major business for developers and operators would be the financial services rather than elderly-care itself.
When the customers are buying or renting the houses, the elderly-care services will be considered as add-on value to the customers.

2.3 Business model canvas

Business model canvas will be applied as a tool to present and visualize the business structures. This approach is a strategic management template for developing new or documenting existing business models and it could help readers to catch the details of each building block and to understand the overview of business model in the same time.

There are nine building blocks in the business model canvas as below figure illustrating: Customer segments, Value proposition, Channels, Customer Relationships, Key activities, Key resources, Key partners, Cost structure, Revenue streams.[64]

---

**Customer Segments:** To build an effective business model, a company must identify which customers it tries to serve. Various set of customers can be segmented based on the different needs and attributes to ensure appropriate implementation of corporate strategy meets the characteristics of selected group of clients.
**Value Proposition:** The collection of products and services a business offers to meet the needs of its customers.

**Channels:** A company can deliver its value proposition to its targeted customers through different channels. Effective channels will distribute a company’s value proposition in ways that are fast, efficient and cost effective. An organization can reach its clients either through its own channels (store front), partner channels (major distributors), or a combination of both.

**Customer Relationship:** To ensure the survival and success of any businesses, companies must identify the type of relationship they want to create with their customer segments. Various forms of customer relationships include: personal assistance, dedicated personal assistance, self service, automated services, communities and co-creation.

**Key Activities:** The most important activities in executing a company's value proposition.

**Key Resources:** The resources that are necessary to create value for the customer. They are considered an asset to a company, which are needed in order to sustain and support the business. These resources could be human, financial, physical and intellectual.

**Key partners:** In order to optimize operations and reduce risks of a business model, organization usually cultivate buyer-supplier relationships so they can focus on their core activity. Complementary business alliances also can be considered through joint ventures, strategic alliances between competitors or non-competitors.

**Cost Structure:** This describes the most important monetary consequences while operating under different business models.

**Revenue Streams:** The way a company makes income from each customer segment.

Besides the approach of business model canvas, the SWOT analysis will be made in this report. SWOT analysis is a structured planning method used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats involved in a project or in a business venture. The strength means that characteristics of the business or project that give it an advantage over others. Weakness stands for the characteristics that place the team at a disadvantage relative to others. Opportunities are those elements the project could exploit to its advantage. And threats should be the elements in the environment that could cause trouble
for the business or project. Identification of SWOTs is important because they can inform later steps in planning to achieve the objective.
3. Research Problem and Methodology

3.1 Research problem

Hevner and Chatterjee (2010, p.23) define design science research (DSR) as a research paradigm in which a designer answers questions relevant to human problems via the creation of innovative artifacts, thereby contributing new knowledge to the body of scientific evidence. The principle of DSR method is to create an innovative way to solve the practical issues in people’s daily life. For instance, the existing Chinese elderly-care business model may not completely solve the basic problematic issues in urban home living Chinese elderly group, therefore the current elderly-care model in China is needed to involve with some new ideas and involve with more elements for better meets the needs of the urban home living Chinese people. The author of this thesis aimed to propose a technical elderly-care platform into the current elderly-care ecosystem in China which was basis on the literature review and also involve with executable business model to support this whole elderly-care ecosystem. That is the reason DSR is the most appropriate method may be chosen for this thesis.[3]

There are many of excellent instructions for guiding the research process in design science, the Figure below is one of these instructions and it presents the general methodology of DSR. Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2004, p.18) propose the advantages and reasons to select Figure 3 as DSR process methodology due to it emphasize the knowledge generation inherent in the method and it originated in an analysis of the process inherent in any design effort.
Figure 3. The general methodology of design research (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004).

The Figure 3 shows five basic process steps on design science research which include awareness of problem, suggestion, development, evaluation and conclusion.

The research problem of this thesis was the many of problematic issues related to current business model of China elderly-care service. With the large increased numbers of elderly population in China nowadays and the other reason such as inefficient bed supply and lack of elderly-care facilities, more and more urban Chinese elderly choose to live at their own home. The literature review part of this thesis promoted the main problematic issues in practical. After identifying ICT solutions in each issue, the author promoted a technical platform and related business model which is aim at solving all the issues. The objective of this thesis was to create an ICT enabled business model which can provide related solutions in every roles in the Chinese elderly-care ecosystem based on a literature review was proposed. The research question of this thesis was “To identify a business model supported by ICT solutions to establish a new elderly-care ecosystem aims to solve the essential problematic issues of elderly-care in China”.

In present, Chinese major aging problem is locating at the home elderly-care mode as introduced in the literature review. So in this paper the business model to answer that home elderly-care mode will be the emphasis of discussion. According to the previous chapter description, the business model needs to satisfy the demands of safety and healthy
by customer and the interests of other stake holders in the system. Besides, a technical platform design with all reasonable ICT solutions to support that business model will be promoted properly.

3.2 Research methodology

3.2.1 Business model

The business model canvas is made up of nine building blocks: Customer segment, Value proposition, Customer relationship, Distribution, Key activities, Key resources, Key partnerships, Cost structure and Revenue streams. In the elderly-care business model, it is able to configure the nine building blocks by practical status.

Customer segment

Apparently the elderly is the direct user group in the customer segment. There are some common features for that group. Usually they are not able to have solid knowledge background in the modern technologies or concepts. For instance, how to setup an app in latest iphone. Moreover, a number of people in that group collect population averagely less incomes and even part of them are in the poor class. And in chinese culture, it is a tradition for the younger generation to support or maintain their parents or even grand parents in the family. The younger generation in the family naturally considers such elderly-care activities being their responsibilities. But due to the practical work or living problems, it is almost impossible for take that responsibilities in real time. So such kind of ICT enabled elderly-care solution could be one option for that group to satisfy their demand. while identifying the customer segment, it is necessary to classify the users and buyers into different roles. The direct users are the elderly, but the buyers of services could be elderly themselves or their children or family relatives. And even in practical piloting cases, the younger generation group will be indirect users in the model.

Information management is a key service in the elderly-care platform, much of the information services needs to be reacted at the first minute. For cost wise reason, the younger generation is one of the receiver groups and they intend to have the real time information. As value of the elderly-care service platform, the customer group will not need to realize the other roles in the map. All their requests will be processed on the
platform automatically, which could make it easier to use the platform and involve as many customers as possible into the business model.

In the other dimension, the service provider is another customer in the platform. Usually the service providers will provide daily supports to the above customer groups. But in this business model, the platform will bring much more online to offline business opportunities to the service providers, which is also beneficial to provider group. The elderly and service provider groups could have positive cross-side effects on each other in the model. The more users registered in the platform, more service providers will be attracted to join the service resources team. Then more service categories with better quality provided into platform, as a result more users will be attracted to join the platform. The business platform is like the Alibaba, which has grown to the largest e-commerce platform globally, but focusing on the elderly-care local service.

In this business model, the elderly, elderly’s family and the service providers make up the customer segment and in positive mode they should react supportively and productively to each other.

Value proposition

The key value proposition could be classified by different customer segment. For the elderly, it solves their key demands in safety and healthy areas. In most home living scenario, how to recognize and response the safety and healthy incidents of the elderly without highly maintenance costs would be an most concerned topic. Most of home living elderly are taking risks on safety and healthy, the ICT enabled solution could partly guarantee their security and more importantly deliver a kind of safe feeling to their mind, which improve their living quality physically and mentally. Meanwhile, it should satisfy the requirements by younger generations as well. In present China, it is common for young generation to work in wealthy cities which might be far away from their home. For a traditional reason, it will be considered totally immoral to leave parents living alone when they are old. It is impossible for the children to provide personally accompany and care to their parents, but such kind of ICT enabled elderly-care service could be customer’s assistant to manage key information with a productive real time method, which solves the younger generation’s problem with reasonable costs. Besides the direct customers, the service providers could have more business opportunities. And under the cross effects, more customers will be involved and better quality of service will be driven
based on the complete marketing competition. The roof of value proposition could even grow accompanied with the development of business model. Despite commercial layer, the public sectors will benefit from the business model as well. Mass of practical information about elderly aging will be easily accessed and managed by the central government, and it is valuable for the centric integrated type of social management to maintain the stability of society. And in the other hand, the corresponding policies which are synchronizing to real time aging problem will be beneficial to most the elderly. The elderly-care business model is able to solve the social aging problem effectively.

In a word, the value of such model should enable the direct elderly users to enjoy higher living quality at home, meanwhile satisfying the requirements of family younger generation. Besides, creating more commercial opportunities for business operators. Moreover, beneficial for both public sectors and aging population to establish a better world for the elderly.

**Distribution channels**

The distribution channel in this business model would be the elderly-care information management platform. All of the above value propositions could be only delivered via the platform by information management flow. Such distribution channel is cost wise, reliable and easy to maintenance and update. As the growth of elderly-care service in the business model, the platform working as channel will become a unique resources for the general operator in such model and remain the leading position of operator in elderly-care industry.

**Customer relationship**

In the business model, all users will need a membership in the system. Furthermore, users’ information will be collected and managed in the information platform by different classifications. Theoretically, as the service accumulated by time, the service platform will learn individual living behaviors. More and more true information will be stored in the platform which will definitely strengthen the customer’s loyalty.

Besides, another productive approach to maintain customer’s loyalty is to introduce the complete marketing competition, which will naturally involve the customer to react with other roles and improve the quality of services. As a result closer customer relationship will be made.
Key activities

The key activities would be promotion of the business model to the other players in the ecosystem like customers and partners. In China, the elderly-care service project is common to have governmental department leading the initial activities. First of all, for such kind of public well-being project, it is governmental responsibility to invest and manage for a good result to the society. In the practical experience, it is an available approach to present the project plan to government office for initial financial and resources supports. The supporting strength depends on the wealthy level in that area, but it is usually about 2-4 million RMB. More importantly, such financial support usually aims at demo result, for instance a piloting project. It is a neutral beneficial activity. The commercial operator could earn valuable initial resources and piloting opportunity that even being stood by governmental representative, which will make the business easier acceptable by customers. In the other hand, the government office could create impact to the public that it is a responsible service force for the citizens, which could increase the recognition and support from the public. Such piloting opportunity supported by government will be one of most important activities in China elderly-care industry. Besides, it will be also important to maintain the reliability of the operation of elderly-care service. Any unexpected technical problems will destroy the loyalty of customers by long time.

Key Resources

The key resources in the business model would be the stability of technical platform, reliability of user-end devices, quality of elderly-care services, intelligence of the solution and qualified supporting resources. All of those would be the key to success of the business model.

Key partnerships

The business model is based on a technical information service platform. Partnership with public sectors and network operators would be important to guarantee the key activities and resources. Commercially, the mobile operator and network operator would work as media to support the distribution of value proposition to customers in the platform. Their huge distribution network and amount of users could help the platform to access
consumers market with less cost. Then by the project moving forward, a group of verified technology providers and qualified service resources providers would closely work with the platform.

Cost structure

In the business model, the value proposition is based on the information management platform and a personnel gateway that is presented as a wearable hardware like elderly-care smart watch. The R&D work of above hardware and platform will consume an amount of resources and there is risks on delay or even failures on the final deliverables. After the R&D phase, it needs to reserve more resources to maintain the platform and hardware for the sustainable requirements. Besides the technical related costs, the promotion of business model and selection of service providers will consume the R&D equally costs.

Revenue stream

User device sales could be the most direct revenue stream in the beginning phase of the business model. Such sales may not create high profits for the business in short term, but instead the cheaper price of device will be easier to attract more customers at the beginning and accumulate a considerable number of users in a period, which will be an important factor to convince the venture capital to invest more resources on the business model to take bigger market share. Such investment could be considered as kind of financial support to the business model while the raising period of market. By the growth of the amount of users, the elderly-care platform will have better visibility to the public and better economic impacts on the advertising activities, which could be a sustainable increasing revenue stream in a long period. Besides, thousands of service activities are occurring on the elderly-care platform every day when the number of users has been raised. As the platform service provider, broker fees by little percentage for those commercial service activities will sum up an considerable amount which could be seen as an important revenue stream for this business model.

3.2.2 Elderly-care platform

To enable the elderly-care business model to be an available solution in practical use, the information management platform is an important approach to be implemented in the
piloting project for the proof of concept. The conceptual design of platform by the view of service is demonstrated as below.

Figure 3 Service conceptual design

As the service conceptual design stated, the platform will collect the elderly healthy data via personnel terminal such as wearable devices and make responses to corresponding activities of the users for example falling or SOS call. Then such service information could be synchronized to the family and service providers who have strong intention to be involved. Besides, the platform could record the basic information of elderly users when registration was made. So while service were being requested, users’ information could be transferred to service providers beforehand. Furthermore, the location information could be collected in real-time so to guarantee the reach of such services. Accompanied with the services, accounts of users and service providers will be managed on the platform. All services and payments will be processed on the platform as well.

To realize the above concepts, the architecture of platform was designed as the figure below.
Figure 4. Architecture of elderly-care information management platform

There are 5 major building blocks to make up the entire architecture: information management system, user-end devices, service interfaces, external 3rd party service management and external data storage.

Information management system

The information management system is the key hub in the entire design and it is made up of 7 different sub-systems: calling center, system management, business management, supportive center, value-added service center, registration control and data management.

a) Calling Center

The calling center is a direct response service interface for elderly users. As learned by chinese market status, the elderly are the most conservative group of consumers who have less motivations and competences to learn modern IT service that driven by complicated operations. So it is important to design elderly-care service by the most simply traditional approach such as calling service but easily accepted by elderly-care users. In the design, each user will have his/her own wearable device which could support communication to calling center. In practice, while the users having a service request, a traditional call could be made between the calling center and the user that may take least operation challenge.
for the elderly, which could motivate the users’ maximal applications. The calling center’s duty is as the assistant of elderly users. It will collect users’ service requests and forward them to corresponding service providers on the information platform.

b) System management

The system management component is charge of user accounts, device registration, system configuration, security management and payment management. The status updates will be relative to business management component.

c) Business management

Business management will monitor the information of users. If any requests were triggered by elderly user, it will conduct such information to other components of system management, supportive center and value-added service center.

d) Supportive center

The supportive center is the major Once the service requests were conducted from business management component to supportive center, the corresponding resources will be distributed to response such requests. The work flow and work logs will be recorded in real time for further analysis and services.

e) Value-added service center

The value-added service center is responsible for feedbacks to requirements from business management. If the users are asking services despite of basic emergency ones, the requests could be classified into value-added category. For example house keeping service or food delivery service, the value-added service center could deploy those services requests to external service providers.

f) Data management

All data of the service related operations will be stored and back-up. Meanwhile the data will be mined and analysed to sort out the consumer’s behaviors for further services and promotion work.

g) Registration control
The personnel devices by users will be registered after activating, the status of all devices will be monitored and managed by the registration control component. If any failures of devices happened, the response would be acted by registration control component. Besides, the data collection and transitions on the device could be managed by the registration component in real time, which could enable or disable functions on the devices and adjust the frequency of data transition.

User-end devices

The user-end device which is a personnel elderly-care watch will support the functions of healthy monitoring, GPS location and data communication. Typically the elderly’s personnel physical data such as heart rate could be watched by the device and updated to the platform via the communication component such as GSM module in real time. Any abnormal status could trigger a call from the platform to the device, which could help the care support clarify the situation of elderly users. Meanwhile, the GPS position will be activated and synchronized to platform for service people. So in emergency situation, the user’s security could be guaranteed by user-end devices. Besides, the user-end device could work as a gateway to communicate data between other 3rd party devices and the platform. All the significant data collected by the other devices need to be uploaded to the platform via the user-end device, which means that the user-end device will be the unique interface of data access in the platform.

In daily life, the user could intentionally activate a service request via the communication between user-end device and calling center. The requests would be transferred to platform and conducted into the services management process.

Service interfaces

The service interfaces is web based or even mobile app based. The elderly family, service providers and service management entities will register themselves and access their information by such interface. For example, if a falling accident of an elderly user has been detected, the platform will verify the situation by its calling center firstly. If the situation is a true case, an alarm and the basic information of corresponding user will be sent to the hospital emergency service and the family members via the service interface. In the other time, the family and service providers could search for user’s profile and check the updates by the same interface.
**External 3rd party service management**

The platform is designed to be an eco-system which could involve any 3rd party services that is able to be compatible to the gateway and protocol of the platform. For example, if the user would like to measure blood pressure and upload the information to the platform so the user’s health profile could be continuously updated with real-time data. Driven by the demands of customers, the blood pressure manufacturer would adapt its product to the platform interfaces. On the platform, there is a system to manage accesses of the external 3rd party services. If any service fails to the qualifications by platform, it could be requested to improve or banned so on the user end it will be a service quality oriented business model.

**External data storage**

For the platform service, the most valuable asset is the data of users. A lot of further value-added service and revenue stream could be developed based on the real-time data of users. So the external back-up data storage will be extremely important for the platform owner. There should be a mechanism to automatically back up the database of platform to an external data storage in a certain period. The technology to guarantee the security of such external data storage should be similar to common cloud service.
4. Discussion

4.1 Case study

4.1.1 Platform in general

The ICT enabled business model for elderly-care is a completely theoretical design based on the current situation of Chinese society. A Chinese company called Wuxin was initialled to implement the technical platform and pilot the business model in two different Chinese cities in 2013-2015 to verify the feasibility of such model in practical.

In the cases, Wuxin plays the owner and operator of business model. It built up the information management platform according to the theoretical design and organized the private users, public sectors and 3\textsuperscript{rd} party service providers into the piloting project to verify the business model and improve it to commercial applications. There are different roles in the piloting project as figure5 below.

![Figure 5. Technical platform design]

The user’s profiles were registered into the information management platform while introducing phase of the elderly-care services to the home living elderly. And each elderly user could be identified with an individual Wuxin smart watch. The watch would
automatically monitor the daily status of users and enable the elderly users to contact the calling center when any service request was triggered. Furthermore, the platform will study the continuous data from the users and map the most appropriate service resources with the right customers. For example, the platform could study the taste of the users and dispatch the meal orders to the corresponding restaurants once the service requests were confirmed.

The other roles in the figure will keep connection with the platform and react accompanying with the status change of others. The services on the platform will include the emergency response, medical supports, daily assistant, shopping supply and mental entertainment etc. All of them could be delivered to the calling center and the staffs in calling center will be assign the services requests to the third-party device providers.

After the services, the elderly person would be asked to feedback to the experiences. The quality control of services could be taken by the administrator of the platform. There are rules being clarified to the service providers and the qualification system could guarantee the most competitive service providers will be sustainably working in the supply chain.

Besides, a pre-paid system would be applied as the payment approach in the platform, which could allow the flexibility of financial issues for the operator of business model.
4.1.2 Interfaces in the platform

Structure of the platform

The operator of elderly-care platform is able to access the service via 10 different interfaces. The functions of the interfaces will be introduced in following.
Admin Interface

Figure 7. Admin interface in Wuxin platform

The admin interface in Wuxin platform was demonstrated as above, the administrator could manage the different roles, users, service providers, functions, locational information of users in the interface.

User information management interface
In the user information management, the administrator could manage and modify the basic information of users, register the validation or invalidation of users, maintain the customized services and 3rd party devices to the customers.

**Watch management interface**

The elderly smart watch is the unique individual device to connect the elderly users and Wuxin platform. The figure above shows the smart watch management interface, which supports the functions of watches validation, cancellation and configuration, IMEI- SIM codes management.
Devices management interface

Device management interface is for managing all types of devices provided by the 3rd party vendors, such as blood pressure meter, oximeter, glucose meter, temperature gauge and so on. The Wuxin platform can support functions of edition, modification, access, cancelation of all 3rd party devices and its information.

Service management interface

Figure 10. Devices management interface in Wuxin platform

Figure 11. Service management interface in Wuxin platform
The service management interface includes the functions of community service center management, third party management services, service classification management, daily assistance management, emergency services and service feedback management. This interface is the core part in Wuxin platform and responsible for providing the highly qualified service to the customers.

**Operational management interface**

![Operational monitoring interface in Wuxin platform](image)

The operational monitoring interface provides a more intuitive approach to management for staffs in Wuxin platform. The operators could be more intuitive to observe all members of the state, service status, and status of the device and the state of emergency warning status by displaying charts, graphs and figures. Therefore, it could enable the operators to identify problems and solve them in the real time.
Data acquisition interface

Figure 13. Data acquisition interface in Wuxin platform

The data acquisition interface is mainly used to display the periodic data collection, daily activity, blood pressure, oxygen, warning data of elderly people.

Configuration interface

Figure 14. User parameter configuration interface in Wuxin platform
The user’s parameter to trigger alert could be customized set on the configuration interface, which could help users edit and modify the smart watch warning type, floating coefficient with more flexibility to meet different user’s individual requirements.

**Data analysis interface**

![Data analysis interface in Wuxin platform](image)

*Figure 15. Data analysis interface in Wuxin platform*

The data analysis interface through the histogram clearly shows the user various types of information such as the geographical distribution, the distribution of time watch, watch frequency of usage at different times of circumstances. This could allow a continuous study and research on users’ behavior and help the platform become more intelligent and automatically be mining the user's information, so that the Wuxin platform provides services more accurately.
Call centre

The call center is the unique interface between Wuxin platform and elderly users. It will process all the requests of services by the elderly users. The elderly can trigger a connection via the smart watch to the Wuxin platform. Meanwhile, the coming call message will also be displayed on the interface of Wuxin platform which is shown on above figure and waiting for processing.

Elderly TV interface

The Wuxin platform specifically designed an interface for the elderly person use in television. The elderly person turn on the smart TV and land this Wuxin interface to check their own information and physiological data. It is easy for elderly to press 1,2,3,4 button
on the remote control and check the different information they ask for, such as personal information, physical health data, user reports and customized services.

Figure 18. The elderly people profile query on TV port

The figure 17 shows the basic information of elderly person after the elderly person press button 1 on the remote control, the basic information include name, gender, age, phone number and current living address.

Figure 19. The elderly subscription service queries on TV port

The figure 18 presents the daily health data of elderly person after the elderly person press button 2 on the remote control, the daily health data shows the elderly person whether his body condition stays in a health range.
Figure 20. The elderly information report presenting on TV port

The figure 19 shows the user report of elderly person after the elderly person press button 3 on the remote control.

Figure 21. Customized services for elderly people in Wuxin technical platform on TV port use

The figure above presents the customized service the elderly person ask for after they press button 4 on the remote control, the daily health data shows the elderly person whether his body condition stays in a health range. The elderly people can be freely defined service type, service content, hours of service they need through this module.
Figure 22. Wechat app in mobile phone

Until January 2013, the total number of wechat users breakthrough 400 million daily and its active users over 100 million, there are 70 million overseas users. That's more than 400 million users, 74% of 20-30 year olds. Therefore, in order to be in line with the user’s habits, wechat is more convenient for the elderly people’s children who can check their parents information remotely.

Figure 23. Wuxin public port in Wechat

The piloting project is specialized on wechat public ports to facilitate the elderly’s family to check the user’s health information, customized services, personal data and daily physiological data as the figure 22 shows above.
Community service centre

Figure 24. The community staff to process the requests of the elderly people

As seen by the figure above, the community service center takes responsibilities for the elderly call requests and assigned to a 3rd party service providers, it can be seen on the figure above, the community service center can easily figure out that the number of service requests pending and number of service requests processed in the interface of their own. Any request for community service center are recorded in Wuxin platform database.

User profile interface

Figure 25. The community staff check the requests history from the elderly people

The community service center also have access right to review the basic information of elderly people such as name, gender, age, phone number, a number amount of requests,
amount of complain and service customization statues. Meanwhile, the staff in the community service center also have right to view the customized services the elderly people are using currently.

Figure 26. The community staff check the 3rd party service providers’ information

The staff in community service center will assign the service requests to a selective 3rd party service providers to response to the user’s request. On the other hand, the community service center is also responsible for auditing to 3rd party services providers. For the unqualified 3rd party services provider, the community service center can also send a complaint to the Wuxin platform.

3rd party device provider

Figure 27. The 3rd party vendors interface
The 3rd party device providers can login the Wuxin platform and read the interface shown in above figure. The 3rd party vendors could view the subscription information, scale of services, and feedback by the customers. The purpose of that interface is to enable 3rd party devices providers to have a comprehensive understanding of their own services and provide qualified products and services to the customers.

4.2 Discussions on results of piloting project

The piloting project was initialled since 2012 in two Chinese cities of Wuhan and Zhongshan. Wuhan is the capital city of Hubei province where is the Chinese average wealth area. And Zhongshan is one of the richest cities in China. The results of piloting projects in both cities would present the most probably optimistic outcomes while application in broad areas in China.

4.2.1 Success of the piloting

The most important success or positive impacts by the piloting project is to introduce an elderly-care concept which is supported by a modern information management platform to the customers who own less knowledge on information technology and governmental sectors who are able to assign public resources to serve elderly-care industry. Furthermore, in both piloting sites the customers are holding an open and welcome attitudes to be involved into the program and the governmental sectors showed heavy interests in the revolutionary business model and technical approaches to solve the aging population problems. As a part of governmental responsibilities, they could not avoid the aging problems and would like to explore some new approaches to resolve the aging challenges. In both piloting sites, the governmental sectors invested 2 million RMB to support the commercialization of such concept to practical application. Apparently, the public sector would like to help the development of elderly-care industry and expect to generate an innovative solution to cover most of current problems. The smart elderly-care concept and solution has been realized and identified by the government as one option in near future though it is not mature enough yet.
4.2.2 Challenges in commercial application

The business model was designed to satisfy requirements of different roles in the elderly-care platform, but in practical commercial applications there are challenges to overcome for improvements of current business model.

a) The users in the business model are the elderly and in design the model should support elderly daily life on the health and safety issues. But in practical, due to the limited background IT knowledge of most elderly users in China, the individual elderly-care smart watch is designed as a normal watch carrying a service button without any screen. Actually there is no much interactions between the users and devices unless service requests. Although most of user’s activities and physical data have been recorded on the information management platform, less feedbacks according to the records will be made to the elderly users themselves rather than their family or service providers. In a longer period of piloting, part of users will reduce interests on the smart watch or even think it to be useless The elderly-care smart watch should be easy to interact and keep attractive to its users, which may be a major challenge in more broad application.

b) The elderly is the most conservative consumer group in China market, as a result the buyer in the business model was assigned to be their children who are young and the most wealth class in the society. And in Chinese traditional culture, one major responsibility of young generation is to support their parents’ life in elderly age as return of parent’s raise to their childhood. But in practice, a certain amount of elderly can not have supports from their children for a continuous period. In some cases, the children work and live far away from their parents, it is impossible to support their daily life even with modern technology support. In other cases, the parents have only one child in the family due to the Chinese population policy in past 30 years. When the parents become elder than 65 years, the child always had its own family and younger generation. To reduce the burden on the child’s family, the elderly usually choose to self-support daily living. For the middle or high class of elderly, it will not lead to any problems. But to most elderly in poor class, it is difficult to overcome the challenge. If they want to enjoy a qualified living in elder age by support of modern technology, the service price which mostly afforded by the public sectors should be cost wisely.
c) Despite the above customer relative challenges, marketing and distribution channel are another key topics to be studied. In the piloting project, the service and products were marketed site by site under the promotion of local governmental well-being office. It is resources consumed and less productive work. Especially in large scaling marketing phase, it is impossible to distribute services in such model.

In the business model design, telecom operators should be the most productive channels to distribute the services to customer segments. The TOP 3 telecom operators in China are state owned and to resolve the social aging problem will be relative to their political achievements as well. As learned from the piloting phase, the current business model of the China Mobile, China Unicom and China are very primitive, which is about call services and mobile networking services. All of those telecom operators are investing to develop new value-added ICT solutions for the consumer markets such as elderly-care and kid care. It will be interested to them if an innovative elderly-care ICT solution could be applied in their networks and there are strong motivations for them to drive the business forward.

In the practical context, the telecom operators are state owned and have its own branches in every Chinese provinces. In previous legislation, the individual branch has been authorized to decide what categories of devices would be sold with the subscription package services. For instance, the mobile phones always being sold accompanied with subscriptions and split the purchase expenses into a long period. The provincial branches could select their interested mobile brands to be partners and the final evaluation of their results is relevant to the number of SIM cards sold in each year. But since 2015, the headquarters of each telecom operators have taken back the rights to select mobile manufacturer partnerships from each provincial branch, so such kind of elderly-care smart watch which requires a new SIM card would be heavily interested to the telecom operators. And the cooperation with local branches on marketing and sales work would be cost effective to the ICT elderly-care operators.
4.2.3 Successful elderly-care service in China

Xiaoyu at home is a video and audio intelligent technology based elderly-care service aiming at the consumer market. The product is made up of a video computing device and a mobile application as figure 29 below.

![Xiaoyu at home product](image)

Figure 28. Xiaoyu at home product

The video computing device is installed at the elderly’s home and the mobile application usually is carried by the family members. The video device is on standby mode in common, once the living activities of elderly at home were detected by its audio
intellectual technology, the device will be activated to monitor the activities of the elderly. If any abnormal situation occurs, the device could start to record the audio and video information at home. Besides, a notification will be sent to the family members on the app end to remind them a suspicious status occurred.

The user interface of video computing device is shown as figure 30. There are no complicated functions but the video communication. The interface is graphically designed for the elderly with poor eyes and less computer skills. It should work as easy as television to the elderly users.

![User interface of video computing device](image)

Figure 29. User interface of video computing device

The objective of services are to simplify the video communication between the elderly and the younger family members, which could encourage more family communications between young and old generations and improve the quality of mental life for those elderly people living along at home. Meanwhile, it works as an intelligent assistant to monitor the daily activities of the elderly to guarantee their safety and timely response to emergency situation.

In 2014 the service was introduced to market and by the beginning of 2015 it has made sales of 5 million RMB by unit price 2699 RMB/user. The service vendor identified the demands of elderly at home accurately and create a new connection between the elderly and the family members by video approach to improve their mental life and daily security, which also lead a successful specific business model on elderly-care in China.[3]
5. Conclusion and Future Work

In the paper the study was set out to explore the ICT enabled business model for modern elderly-care service and has identified the nature and form of current business model for elderly-care service in China. An innovative piloting project on that subject and its impacts on the elderly-care industry even in the society were introduced and discussed. The study has also sought to clarify the context of elderly-care industry in China and different roles and their interests in that eco-system for further research on the feasibilities of the piloting elderly-care projects to sort out a theoretically successful business model for the elderly-care service. The general theoretical literature on this subject and specifically in the context of China elderly-care service is inconclusive on several vital questions within the identification of business model for elderly-care. The study sought to answer below questions:

1. What are the key issues for elderly-care users?
2. Is ICT method able to support modern elderly-care service?
3. How to identify a successful ICT enabled business model for China elderly-care industry?

The main empirical findings are in Research methodology and case study. This section will synthesize the empirical findings to answer the study’s three research questions.

1. What are the key concerned issues for the elderly-care users?
   To stay at home and enjoy a safely qualified life without sacrifice of privacy invasion meanwhile costing reasonable living and care expenses are the key concerns for elderly-care users.

2. Does ICT method benefit to modern elderly-care service?
   The aging population has been being an unavoidable social problem world-widely and due to the lack of labors for elderly-care services in most areas, modern ICT approaches are the most acceptable, cost effective and only way to support elderly-care services.

3. How to identify a successful ICT enabled business model for China elderly-care industry?
   There are different key roles in the elderly-care eco-system. The successful elderly-care business model should satisfy most interests of the roles.
   a) The elderly and family.
   The elderly and family are looking for kind of service to fulfill the requirements of elderly’s healthy and daily security. For example while a falling accident happened, an
emergency response should be made to save the elderly. Meanwhile, building up new connection between them for the mental needs is important. The elderly would like to have more communications with young generation so not to feel alone and the family prefers to keep updating real-time information from the elderly people. Besides, the service should not cost too much so to be an economic burden for the family in long term.
b) The service vendors
The successful business model should create more customers and opportunities to the service vendors within lower promotion costs rather than other traditional business models. It should provide more efficient distribution channels for the vendors and better quality control system.
c) The public sectors
The government has the strongest motivation to find a feasible ICT enabled business model as soon as possible due to its public responsibility. And in different cities, the local governmental sectors are even more interested in that topic which could be closely relevant to their political achievement. So for the public sectors, they will not consider the economic return in short term but lower social costs in longer term.
d) The platform operator
The platform operator is responsible for coordinating all other roles to cooperate on the same platform. Its vision is to expand the scale of business as large as possible. The larger number of participators is, the more value the business will be.

Actually, the ICT enabled elderly-care business model is still an edge developing research area especially in China market. There are not mature and systematical theory to support the research strongly. But in present, some practices combined with real estate business or small piloting projects have been carried out to explore the feasible approaches to create a successful business model for elderly-care services. The study has used empirical findings to show that the current cases may not make the anticipated impact. The arguments for this justification suggest the need for business modeling review which will enable it acceptable for more populations in different classes afforded by private or public sectors.

The scale of this research is therefore extensive and multifaceted even at a more specified level. To generate achievable methods with regards to the feasible business model, there is need for more case studies at the specified roles and markets. Exploring the following as future research strategies can facilitate the attainment of this goal:
a) Most of the elderly’s demands are mental oriented, what kind of service could best support elderly’s mental requirements could be an interesting topic to help identify the elderly-care business model.

b) Even if in the same country, people living in different areas may behave differently. To study the differences and customize the local business model would be significant.

c) Another key topic in the elderly-care business is to coordinate different service vendors to play on the same platform, a research to identify the systematical rules to manage the different vendors would be extremely important for the future work.

Although the study has been initialed by an international academic and commercial combined program, and was conducted in a practical piloting case in China, as a direct consequence of this methodology, the study encountered a number of limitations, which need to be considered.

The aging problem is a common challenge for the society, but it is also a great opportunity to innovate new business under the modern ICT support, which could create thousands of working positions and wealthy. The business modeling study in this paper was partly verified by the practical case study and it will be significant and worthy to implement more comprehensive studies on the topic until a systematical result could be derived.
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